**BLANK MEALS**

**Blu Flame Grill (At Marketplace, first floor of Davies Center)**
- Blu Flame Burger (cheeseburger) or turkey burger or veggie burger & French fries or whole fruit & UWEC bottled water
- Chicken tenders & French fries or whole fruit & UWEC bottled water
- Grilled cheese sandwich & French fries or small tomato soup or whole fruit & UWEC bottled water
- Two tacos & one Mexican side & UWEC bottled water
- Taco salad or super nachos & UWEC bottled water
- Chicken wings or two-piece chicken meal & two sides & UWEC bottled water
- Choice of three Homestyle Favorites entrees (or a combination) & one side & UWEC bottled water

**Erbert and Gerbert’s Bistro (At Marketplace, first floor of Davies Center)**
- Boney Billy (turkey sandwich) or Comet Morehouse (ham sandwich) & chips or whole fruit & UWEC bottled water
- Jacob Bluefinger (avocado vegetarian sandwich) or Pudder (PB&J) & chips or whole fruit & UWEC bottled water

**D’Italia (At Marketplace, first floor of Davies Center)**
- Slice of pizza (cheese, one topping, specialty or dessert) & cheese bread or whole fruit & UWEC bottled water
- Create-your-own pasta (choose pasta, protein, vegetables & sauce) & garlic bread & UWEC bottled water

**Mongolian Grill (At Marketplace, first floor of Davies Center)**
- Create-your-own Asian stir fry (choose protein, vegetables, starch & sauce) or stir fry daily entree & UWEC bottled water

**The Skillet (At Marketplace, first floor of Davies Center)**
- Create-your-own omelet & hash browns or whole fruit & UWEC bottled water or small coffee
- Create-your-own breakfast sandwich & hash browns or whole fruit & UWEC bottled water or small coffee
- Waffle & toppings & UWEC bottled water or small coffee
- Breakfast plate & UWEC bottled water or small coffee

**Parfait Bar (At Marketplace, first floor of Davies Center)**
- Create-your-own large fruit and yogurt parfait & whole fruit & UWEC bottled water or small coffee

**Sushi DO (First floor of Davies Center)**
- California roll or vegetable roll & bottled soda or UWEC bottled water
- Chicken teriyaki bowl & bottled soda or UWEC bottled water

**Einstein Bros. Bagels (First floor of Centennial Hall)**
- Thintastic buffalo chicken sandwich or Thintastic club sandwich & chips or whole fruit & regular fountain drink or coffee
- Asparagus & Mushroom or Southwest egg white sandwich & chips or whole fruit & regular fountain drink or coffee

**Simply to Go Cart (First floor of the Haas Fine Arts Center)**
- Large prepared salad & Yoplait yogurt or whole fruit & UWEC bottled water

**Riverview Cafe (Second floor of the Hilltop Center)**
- One admittance to the all-you-care-to-eat cafeteria

**The Dugout (Inside The Lookout, first floor of the Hilltop Center)**
- Large Fresnens smoothie

*UWEC bottled water may be substituted by a small fountain drink or a half-pint carton of Kemps milk

**HEALTHY OPTION**

**MORE INFORMATION**

uwec.edu/DINING